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   IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : : : :
TINSUKIA

Present:   Smt. A. Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                                G.R. Case No. 2034/2017

           Under Section 342/323/34 of the Indian Penal 

           The State of Assam..........................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

(i) Sri Jatin Borgohain

(ii) Sri Sailen Boruah........................................Accused persons

Appearance :-

             Sri Jamila Khatoon

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor............................For the State

             Sri Debrabrata Borthakur

             Ld. Advocate...............................................For the accused

 

Evidence recorded on         : 12.11.2018, 24.12.2018, 
    05.02.2019, 14.05.2019.

          Date of Argument              : 29-06-2019

          Date of Judgment              : 29.06.2019
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                                               J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 1.  The prosecution case in brief is that on 30-09-2017

the  complainant  Sri  Mintu  Das  along  with  3  others  filed  an  Ejahar

before the Officer-In-Charge of Tinsukia(S) police station stating  inter

alia that  on  30-09-17  at  about  04-30  P.M  while  he,  along  with  his

friends  entered  into  the  “Simanta  Hotel”  situated  near  bypass  at

Janamukh gaon, Tinsukia,  the accused along with other staff of the

said hotel assaulted them by means of iron spoon (Heta), dao, road

and knife. As a result they sustained grievous injury. Hence, they filed

the ejahar. 

                     2. On  receiving  the  Ejahar,  the  Officer-In-Charge  of

Tinsukia P.S. registered a case vide. Tinsukia P.S. Case No. 1206/17 u/s

342/325/34 of IPC.  The police investigated the case and filed charge-

sheet against the accused Sri Jatin Borgohain and Sri Soilen Boruah u/s

342/323/34 of the Indian Penal Code. Summons were served upon the

accused persons.  On appearance of  the accused persons  copy was

furnished and the particulars of offence u/s 342/323/34 of IPC was read

over and explained to the accused persons, to which they pleaded not

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 3. The prosecution examined 4 (Four) PWs including

the complainant.  The defence was of total denial. Heard the argument

and perused the evidence & record carefully.

Point for determination

  4.           The  following  points  are  considered  for

determination of this case:

i) Whether the accused persons on 30-09-2017

at 4-30 pm in furtherance of their common

intention  wrongfully  confined  the

complainant   and  his  friends  at   “Simanta
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Hotel”  situated  near  bypass  at  Janamukh

gaon,  Tinsukia and  thereby  liable  to  be

punished for offence  under section 342/34

I.P.C.?

ii) Whether the accused persons on the same

day time and place in  furtherance of  their

common intention voluntarily caused hurt to

the informant Sri Mintu Das and his friends

and thereby liable to be punished u/s 323/34

I.P.C.?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

                5.  The prosecution adduced the following evidence for

establishing their case:   

  6. PW-1,  Sri  Krishnomoni  Dohotia  deposed  in  his

evidence that Shri Mintu Das,  Shri Raja Phukan and Shri Subham Neog

are his friends. He did not know the accused persons of this case. On

30.09.2017,  he  along  with  his  friend  Mintu  Das,  Raja  Phukan  and

Subham  Neog  went  to  Simanta  Hotel  situated  near  the  bypass  at

Janamukh gaon for taking food. When they came to the counter for

payment of their bill, the workers of the said dhaba assaulted them

and caught hold of Mintu Das. They also demanded the loss caused to

the  dhaba  in  the  said  tussle.  As  many  people  gathered  there,  the

workers released Mintu Das. Later on ,they lodged the ejahar before

Tinsukia  Police  station.  Ext.1  is  the  said  ejahar  and  Ext.1(1)  is  his

signature.

7. In his cross he deposed that he did not know as to

who wrote the ejahar. The ejahar was written as per their instruction.

Police  recorded  his  statement.  The  workers  of  the  dhaba assaulted

them,  but  he  could  not  identify  the  workers  by  their  physical

appearance. He did not sustain injury. 
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 8. PW-2, 3 & 4 Sri Mintu Das, Sri Subham Neog and Sri

Raja Phukan respectively deposed in their evidence that they all are

informant of the case.  On 30.09.2017, they went to Srimanta Hotel

situated at bypass Janamukh gaon for taking food. When they came to

the counter for payment, there took some altercation between them

and the workers of the said dhaba. Out of anger, they lodged ejahar

against  the  accused  persons.  Ext.1  is  the  ejahar.  Ext.1(2)  is  the

signature of Pw.2 and Ext.1(3) is the signature of Pw.3. They further

deposed that they have settled the matter amicably outside the Court

and they have no objection if the accused persons are acquitted from

this case.

9.  Heard the Ld. Counsel for the accused and the Ld.

Addl.  P.P.,  I  find that the complainant/victim as PW-2 and PW-3 and

Pw.4 did not support the case of the prosecution. Moreover, there is a

compromise between both the parties. This case was instituted by the

complainant out of anger as an  altercation took place between them

and the accused persons. The prosecution side failed to prove that the

accused  persons  assaulted  the  informant.  The  element  of  common

intention is also not proved. 

          

  10. Considering  the  above  reasons,  I  find  that  the

prosecution failed to prove the ingredients of Sections 342/323/34 of

IPC. Accordingly, the accused persons viz. Sri Jatin Borgohain and Sri

Sailen  Boruah  are  acquitted  from  the  offences  punishable  u/s

342/323/34 of IPC and I exonerate the accused persons from the above

offences, setting them at liberty forthwith. The bail bonds shall stand

cancelled after six months. 
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  11. This case is accordingly disposed of.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 29th

day of June, 2019.

Dictated and corrected by me.

       (Audri Bhattacharyya)                       (Smti Audri Bhattacharyya)
      Chief judicial Magistrate,                            Chief Judicial Magistrate,

   Tinsukia.                                                      Tinsukia. 
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W1- Sri Krishnomoni Dohotia,

P.W2- Mintu Das,

P.W3- Sri Subham Neog,

P.W4- Sri Raja Phukon.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.1- Ejahar.

                

              (Smti Audri Bhattacharyya)        
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

    Tinsukia. 


